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Poonam L is a business savvy marketing professional with over 15 
years of experience in successfully developing and launching 
marketing programs on a local, national and global level. In her current 
role as the Head – Digital, Brand Experience and Programs, she has 
been developing award winning digital and social campaigns. Her 
earlier experiences include working with mid to large size 
organizations across various marketing functions. She can be 
reached at @poonaml or on linkedin.com/poonaml













The fundamental assumption in traditional communication planning is that media and 

content consumption, shopper behavior and brand loyalty are relatively stable and 

somewhat predictable - at least in immediate terms. However, digital is fragmenting 

sources of information and influence.

The efficacy of conventional media thus seems to be diminishing in this context.

The challenge brand builders face today is deciding on the right mix of emerging digital 

tools - which encompasses everything from search and mobile to socia l - and 

traditional media. The final session, “Creating Engaging Communication,” will examine 

to what extent the rules of creating consumer engagement have changed, evaluate the 

current level of understanding and demonstrate the scope of emerging practices.

Sneh Sharma
Founder & CEO/Ittisa

Sneh is Founder & CEO of Ittisa, the first ever only girls digital media 
agency in the world. At 23 Sneh Co-founded Webenza & built it as a 
next Gen Media Agency with a perfect blend of Creativity, Technology 
and Analytics. She then started Ittisa. Before Webenza, Sneh worked 
at Havas Digital: Media Contacts, handling clients such as ICICI 
Fellows, Tuborg and Tata Building India. Prior to that she has worked 
at Pepper Square and Simplify360. Sneh is known for her creativity, 
objectivity and relentless pursuit for perfection. She has envisioned 
and implemented successful campaigns and helped devise 
Promotional and ORM-focused Digital Media strategies for 

clients worldwide.






